In this article, authors present novel algorithms developed for the computer−assisted diagnosis (CAD) system for analysis of dynamic brain perfusion, computer tomography (CT) maps, cerebral blood flow (CBF), and cerebral blood volume (CBV). Those methods perform both quantitative analysis [detection and measurement and description with brain anatomy atlas (AA) of potential asymmetries/lesions] and qualitative analysis (semantic interpretation of visualized symptoms). The se− mantic interpretation (decision about type of lesion: ischemic/hemorrhagic, is the brain tissue at risk of infraction or not) of
Introduction
CT perfusion (CTP) imaging is one of techniques used to assess cerebral circulation in acute stroke patients. Similarly to MR perfusion (MRP), CTP is widely applied for assess− ing perfusion abnormalities of stroke patients, including candidates for thrombolytic therapy [1] . Perfusion−weighted computer tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) techniques, in contrast to those of MR and CT angiography, which detect bulk vessel flow, are sensitive to microscopic, tissue−level blood flow [2] .
During the perfusion treatment, after a bolus venous injection of a contrast agent, a series of scans on a specific plane is acquired. This series is used for generation of a set of time density curve (TDC). Analyzing those TDC gives a variety of functional maps of cerebral perfusion parame− ters such as regional cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV), and mean transit time (MTT). In order to generate those maps, the Meier−Zierler model is commonly used [3] . It is possible to use this model if the blood flow is constant and the contrast enhancement is lin− early dependent on the contrast concentration. Each pixel of a perfusion map corresponds to the value of perfusion in the given point. The colour images help for quick diagnosis of an acute stroke in the event of a crisis (Fig. 1) .
There are many commercial applications that can be used in order to generate perfusion maps [1] . In our researches we used Syngo Neuro Perfusion CT software by Siemens. This application is a very popular and broadly used tool that is commonly used in every day medical prac− tice at the University Hospital of Cracow from which we received all our experimental data. The Somatom Sensation 10 CT scanner was used in order to acquire patient data.
Perfusion CT with its capability to display various cere− bral perfusion parameters not only allows for the registration of collateral blood supply, but it also permits for a quantita− tive evaluation of the degree of severity of the perfusion dis− turbance which results from a particular type of occlusion and collateral blood supply [4] . In the process of analysis of PCT maps, neuroradiologists detect, measure, and describe the asymmetry between perfusion in left and right hemisphere of the patient. This process is currently done manually.
This article presents a novel automatic method for quan− titative and qualitative analysis of CBF and CBV perfusion maps. The quantitative analysis consists in detection and measure of potential lesions. The qualitative analysis is based on description and analysis of nature of invalid perfu− sion regions. The algorithm presented in this article was used to create computer−assisted diagnosis (CAD) system that can be used when there is a suspicion of pathological states like head injuries, epilepsy, brain vascular disease, ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke that changes blood perfu− sion. The system is called thereafter the detection measure and description ('DMD') CAD system.
For the authors' knowledge, the system that enables such analysis, extended towards description of the nature of existed lesion symptoms, has not been described yet. The CAD system enables detection of potential stroke regions on 3D MR scans of patient's head, so it is mainly limited for MR images. These 3D scans are used for atlas−to−image re− gistration [with the brain anatomy atlas (AA)] in order to perform labelling of brain structures. The fast Talairach transform (FTT) for magnetic resonance neuroimages is used [6] . FFT was developed only for 3D magnetic reso− nance (MR) images and it is based on detection of some "key points" of the brain structure (structural -based regis− tration [7] ) that are latterly used for rigid transformation of brain templates. In Ref. 8 , the authors present a tool espe− cially designed for the PWI−DWI data processing that inte− grates registration, segmentation, manipulation, and visuali− zation techniques. At first, the authors integrate DWI and PWI data in a common coordinate system by applying a regi− stration technique. Second DWI data is processed to iden− tify and measure the infarct area (a semi−automatic segmen− tation technique based on thresholding). Third, by using the information of the previous steps, PWI data is processed to identify the lesion. Due to the difficulty of processing PWI data, segmentation process is supervised by the radiologist.
The researches in the field of computer−assisted analysis of ischemic stroke are also conducted by other Polish rese− arch groups [9] [10] [11] . In Ref. 9 , paradigm of stroke monitor aimed to make visible acute ischemic signs in unenhanced CT brain imaging is presented. Three−staged algorithm is based on soft tissue extraction and segmentation of stroke− −susceptible regions, multiscale image processing with noise/artifacts reduction and local contrast enhancement followed by adaptive visualization of extracted structures. The ischemic stroke monitor has flexible interface with pos− sible extensions to manage examination protocol. The ex− perimental verification confirmed usefulness of stroke moni− tor for educational and acute diagnosis purposes. Stroke slicer [11] is computer−aided diagnosis tool that allows ex− traction and enhancement of direct early ischemia signsubtle hypodense of local tissue damage. Hypoattenuation of selected CT scan areas is visualized distinctly in a form of semantic maps. Brain tissue texture is characterized, ana− lyzed, and classified in multiscale domain to detect the areas of ischemic events. As the results of slice−oriented process− ing, the automatically indicated regions of ischemia and enhanced hypodensity maps is proposed as additional view for computerized assisted diagnosis.
Our CAD system overcame the limitations of previously presented systems: it does not require any additional patients' data besides their PM (perfusion maps) and 2D CT/MR images that are used for generation of PM and it can be used both for dynamic CT PM and dynamic MR PM (but only the first modality was yet tested). Because of all of these requirements, different approach to image registration is proposed. Authors decided to use non -rigid free form deformation algorithm [12] [13] [14] [15] , that minimizes the simila− rity function between acquired and template image that is one of popular intensity based similarity function. The image analysis is done automatically so, the radiologist has only to verify the final result of the process.
Interpretation of perfusion maps -long and short time prognosis
Adequate brain perfusion is fundamental for the integrity of a central nervous system. Many medical researches were done in order to determine correlation between values of perfusion parameters and long and short−term prognoses for examined brain tissues. Some of the results are presented in Table 1 . < 10-12 Death of neuronal cells [2] 0-10 0-1.5 Thresholds for ischemia [17] 18-20 Dysfunction of neuronal cells [18] < 10 Cannot be tolerated beyond a few minutes [18] Despite some minor differences, the authors determine an average value of CBF for health brain tissues as 56.7 mL/100 g/min and CBV as 2.4 ml/100 g [16] . The dys− function of neural cells begins when CBF value drops below 20 mL/100 g/min [2, 17, 18] . Continues drop of perfusion in the rage of 10-20 mL/100 g/min may affect with cell death in many minutes to hours 18. CBF of less than 10 mL/100 g of a tissue per minute cannot be tolerated beyond a few mi− nutes before infarction occurs causing permanent brain cells damage [2, 17, 18] .
Because of some factors [4] , the true CBF and CBV va− lues in individual cases may be underestimated in a manner which is difficult to predict. As a result of that, some authors prefer to use relative values of CBF and CBF (appropriately rCBF and rCBV). The authors, in Ref. 4 , state that a relative comparison of cerebral blood flow within corresponding areas of both hemispheres of the brain is possible without any limitations because the error of measurement is the same for both high and low CBF values.
With PWI (perfusion -weighted images), it is possible to detect the perfusion deficit area by computer tomography perfusion (CTP) before noncontrast CT reveals early ische− mic changes [19] . The size of the perfusion deficit, deter− mined by CTP, correlates with the prognosis of patients. In Ref. 2, the authors state that compared with diffusion−wei− ghted MR imaging (DWI), the extent of abnormality seen on initial CBV images is a better overall predictor of a final infarct size. Also according to Ref. 21 , CBV should reflect the approximate minimal final infarct size of brain tissues.
Both CBF and CBV have prognostic values in evalua− tion of ischemic evolution. In many cases, simultaneous analysis of both CBF and CBV perfusion parameters enables accurate analysis of ischemia visualized brain tis− sues and predict their further changes permitting not only a qualitative (like CT angiography does) but also quantita− tive evaluation of the degree of severity of the perfusion dis− turbance which results from the particular type of occlusion and collateral blood.
According to Refs. 17 and 19, an increase in CBV re− flects the collateral pathway or auto regulation and a decre− ase in CBV indicates an unfavourable state. A decrease in CBF is a highly sensitive as well as specific finding in pre− dicting an infarction.
In acute ischemic stroke, a collapse of vessels at low CBV is likely to occur only after prolonged, severe reduc− tions in CBF, and continued collapse would be associated with a high probability of producing infarction [21] . The decreased CBF and CBV characterize the region with infraction risk. The very low or non−measurable CBF and CBV mean permanent brain cell damages.
Image analysis and interpretation protocol
The medical knowledge about nature of analyzed data is essential for construction of proper image−analysis proto− col/algorithm. Detection of potential perfusion lesions in CTP maps is an important part of contemporary brain vas− cular diseases diagnosis and treatment planning [22] . The goal is to detect the brain region that can be the target of acute stroke therapy (penumbra) [8] . Penumbra is the area with normal diffusion and altered perfusion. It can be found by comparition during the early stages of stroke PWI and DWI. The mismatches between images in this to modalities may represent "tissues at risk".
Our DMD system consisted of a few independent mo− dules (sub−algorithms and knowledge bases) developed by the authors: l unified algorithm for detection of asymmetry on CBF and CBV perfusion maps [23] , l image registration algorithm based on adaptation of a free form deformation model [12] , l description/diagnosis algorithm. The system has two knowledge bases, the brain AA (axial CT slices with descriptions -maps of regions visible on each slice) and the base containing medical information about average values of brain perfusion. The complete schema of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 2 .
The algorithm used for detection of potential lesions is the unified algorithm in detail described in Refs. 23 and 24 so, only the basic concept of it will be presented.
In order to perform a perfusion image analysis, it is ne− cessary to find the lines that separate the left brain hemi− sphere from the right one (in the following text it is called a "symmetry axis"). In many CT scans, the head of the patient is slightly rotated on small angle towards the bed of a tomograph (the symmetry axis is not orthogonal towards to OX axis). The symmetry axis of the image is not always the same line that separates the brain hemispheres. This makes the problem more complicated. In commercial soft− ware, the symmetry axis is selected manually [25] .
The algorithm of symmetry axis derivation proposed by the authors find the symmetry axis by computing centres of masses of image horizontal "slices". The symmetry axis is Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 1, 2011 T. Hachaj 97 Tissues will eventually become infracted [20] 0.48 0.60 Threshold for distinguish infracted regions (discriminant analysis) [20] approximated as the straight line that minimizes the least square error between all centres of masses' coordinates. After computing the symmetry axis, values of corre− sponding pixels on the left and right sides of the image are divided, that generates the asymmetry map. The asymmetry map is thresholded (in order to find difference of a sufficient value). After that operation, image morphological algo− rithms are used in order to eliminate small asymmetries that cannot be classified as the lesions. The same algorithm for detection of regions of potential lesions can be used for both CBF and CBV maps.
AA approach for labelling brain images is reliable and broadly used method [7] . The very important issue is to choose proper image registration technique. The goal of a registration algorithm is to minimize given error function (maximize similarity function) between two images, the template image (also called static image) and the newly acquired image (moving image). Because of registration of 2D brain images and because of the possibility of different gantry tilt between template and moving images it is not possible to use the methods that are based on detection of some characteristic structural elements on brain images. To overcome this, the authors used intensity−based approach. The correlation coefficient was used a as function that mea− sures similarity between images before and after registration process 
, (1)
A is the average value of pixels colours.
One familiar technique to represent a nonrigid transforma− tion is to employ spline functions such as B−splines, because B−splines are locally controlled, they are computationally effi− cient compared to the other globally controlled splines.
The algorithm used by the authors is a modified version of the B−spline registration algorithm in Ref. 13 . It does not include the control grid smooth optimization, instead the grid refinement was used. The local transformation is repre− sented as a combination of B−spline FFD's at increasing re− solutions of the control point mesh. The control point mesh at the level l is progressively refined by inserting new con− trol points between the existing ones to create the control point mesh at the level l +1 (Fig. 3 ) 
The parameter f i j , is the set of the deformation coeffi− cients which is defined on a sparse, regular grid of control points placed over the moving image. The functions b 0 through b 3 are the third−order spline polynomials [26] . The The appropriate brain CT atlas template for image registration is selected from the image knowledge database. In cognitive resonance pro− cess, perfusion maps are registered with spline algorithm (AA labelling). With information from knowledge base about perfusion norms, the lesions character is decided. As a result, partial patients diagnosis based only on perfusion maps is achieved.
minimum of error function [maximum of Eq. (1)] was found by using gradient descent method. After detection of asymmetry regions (lesions) on CBF and CBV maps semantic interpretation of extracted features is performed (a diagnosis based on the detected symptoms [27] ). This semantic analysis of brain perfusion maps leads to simple computer semantic interpretation of visualized symptoms. The realization of this stage will be called a cog− nitive resonance [28, 29] . During the comparison process between features calculated from the input image and demands generated by the source of knowledge, the amplifi− cation of some "diagnostic" hypothesis (about the meaning of the image) is observed while other (competitive) hypoth− esis weaken. Such a structure of the system for image under− standing corresponds to one of the well−known model of natural human visual perception, named "knowledge based perception". The implemented algorithm decides what kind of lesion (ischemic/hemorrhagic) and in which hemisphere was detected. It is done by comparing averaged CBF/CBV with normal values from Table 1. In the next step, the algorithm analyses both perfusion maps simultaneously in order to detect: 
System implementation, application interface
The DMD system was implemented by the authors in . (Fig. 4) consisted of main menu [ Fig. 4(a) ], buttons that run symmetry axis detection, asymmetry regions detection, and image registra− tion [ Fig. 4(b) ], tab bar that switches screen between feature detection view/image registration view and lesions descrip− tion view [ Fig. 4(c) ], main screen that visualized results of the algorithms [ Fig. 4(d) ].
The main screen enables loading and visualization of perfusion maps [ Fig. 5(a) In order to perform detailed description of lesions, posi− tion image registration of brain template should be made. The result of image registration is visualized in image regis− tration view (Fig. 6) . Figure 6 The last possible view in a main window -lesions description view (Fig. 7) -visualize prognosis for detected lesions evaluation using algorithm presented in Sect. 3. Red region marks the tissues that are prognosed to become infracted, blue region -auto regulation mechanism are prognosed to occur in ischemic region [ Fig. 7(a) ]. The detailed description of all potential lesions is summed up in Fig. 7(b) .
System validation and results
The system was validated on a set of 75 triplets of medical images acquired from 30 different adult patients (man and woman) with suspicious of ischemia/stroke. Each triplet was consisted of perfusion CBF and CBV map and "plain" CT image (one of the image from perfusion treatment acquired before contrast arrival became visible). The algo− rithm response was compared to image description done to each case by radiologist. The results of tests of image regis− tration algorithm were presented in Ref. 12 . The author's implementation of the system computes the symmetry axis detection in less than 1 second, asymmetry region detection about 2 seconds, image registration averagely in 60 seconds on Intel Core 2 Duo 3 GHz CPU with 3.25 GB RAM.
The hypothesis to verify was if there is any lesion in a perfusion map and if the algorithm found correct position of them (if the algorithm gives a wrong answer for any of this condition, the case was considered as "error"). Test results were summed up according to terminology presented in Table 3 . True positive (TP) -approval of hypothesis (presen− ce/position of lesions), algorithm results matched radiolo− gist description.
False positive (FP) -the error of rejecting a hypothesis (presence/position of lesions) when it is actually true (algo− rithm did not find lesions or situated them in a wrong place).
True negative (TN) -rejecting a hypothesis (presence of lesions) when perfusion maps did not show lesions.
False negative (FN) -the error of failing to reject a hypothesis (presence of lesions) when perfusion maps did not show lesions.
The obtained results are presented in tables. Table 4 con− tains the results of full automatic detection (without manual correction of a position of symmetry axis). Table 5 Total error rate (the proportion of error instances to all instances) TER FN FP FP TP FN TN = + + + + ( )( )= 48 0 . %. It can be clearly seen that automatic detection of a sym− metry axis (ADOSM) can be used only to simplify further manual detection of a symmetry axis. The huge FPR factor is mostly caused by overestimation of asymmetry regions (i.e. additional regions between brain hemispheres or in the top/bottom of the perfusion map). ADOSM can be very helpful in early estimation of visible lesions because of computation speed and because "real" axis differs only by a few degrees, but still further manual correction may be necessary. . %. Semi automatic detection gives far better results than full automatic. 77.3% of the tested maps were rightly classi− fied and the visible lesions were detected and described identically to radiologist diagnosis. The FPR error appears more often than FNR. This situation happens because its more complicated task to estimate lesion presence and its position then only reject the hypothesis of presence of lesion. Most of the errors were caused -similarly to full automatic detection case -by overestimation of asymmetry regions (i.e. additional regions between brain hemispheres or in the top/bottom of the perfusion map).
The errors might be eliminated by more accurate detec− tion algorithm with additional adaptive factors, i.e., taking into account the brain volume (for adaptation of the minimal lesion size factor), the noise ration in perfusion map (adap− tive median filter size) or average perfusion in the whole hemisphere (adaptive threshold for lesion acceptance). After taking into account all of these propositions, the accu− racy of the whole algorithm might be highly improved.
The authors also plan to improve the system with addi− tional functions: l employment algorithm for detection lesions on CT/MR images. The additional stage of reasoning algorithm will determinate relation between lesions visible on CT/MR images and perfusion map giving more accurate progno− sis for lesion evolution, l including implementation of more image registration al− gorithm (i.e. Thirion -demon algorithm, fluid registra− tion [32] ), l creating more precise brain atlas templates from avera− ged CT images acquired from large group of patience, l adaptation of the algorithm for dynamic MR perfusion maps, l enlarging the knowledge base of the system in order to state more precious diagnoses, include the bloody sup− ply territories atlas (BSTs) [33] that will provide more information for description and reasoning process [34, 35] . 
